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    From, the final project of fourth year that be held on December 19, 2020. I’m 

group ten with the topic of LIBOR scandal and LIBOR transition which has Lu, 

professor as an advisor. This is the first time on my life that have myself work on 

the big project. Because I work alone on this project so I have to put much 

afford myself. From this work, I have learned much things. First, from the topic 

that I never heard before is an about the LIBOR. To say that LIBOR is the new 

knowledge for me. And what for I get is the LIBOR is the interest rate on 

unsecured which used in lending between banks on London and it’s also use 

as a reference rate benchmarks in many countries. Libor based on five currency 

and seven different maturities, the combination of these leads to 35 different 

interest rates. Libor had been used for 49 years since 1970 until 2012. Libor was 

manipulated by the Barclays bank and other financial institutions. From this 

situation, making the Libor became disreputable anymore. As I mentioned 

above, the Libor scandal effects on financial market widely. And to these, market 

participants have to handle this problem and also have to find the new 

alternative risk-free rate to use as a reference interest rate.  

     However, new alternative RFRs are only based on overnight risk-free rate 

(O/N) but the Libor is a forward-looking term rate which beyond overnight e.g. 

three-month. Moreover, O/N rates have not been widely used in loan market 

and market participant have been discuss to develop the RFRs to term rate. 

From the study make me know that there is an obstacle of the transition of 

Libor. To create term rate, the derivatives markets based on RFRs such as SOFR 

in recent years, the liquidity is not sufficient to support the robust of 

benchmarks. RFRs can be used to construct the term rate by compounding the 

overnight RFR over the relevant period, which is referred to compounded RFRs 

‘in arrears’. Somehow, an ‘in arrears’ also have the problem which it will be 

sluggish and need the liquidity in derivatives market. 

     On the report that I studied on recommend to use compounded RFR ‘in 

advance’ to define pre-determined period to create term rate based on cash 



product, as a lagged version of an ‘in arrears’. However, it will be sluggish to 

respond when the rate expectation change. it’s possible to a compounded RFR 

in advance term rate in cash product. There are two main steps to reduce the 

basis. First, using a constant adjustment contracts in order to compensate for 

the advance basis and can be determined based on the pricing in OIS market. 

The second, using a shortened observation to reduce advance basis while 

interest periods are still three-month. At last, from the comparison between all 

of basis, forward basis, an in advance term rate, a constant adjustment period 

and a shorter observation period, using an approach based on a shortened 

observation period is a sensible way to reduce the basis and it is quite robust 

methodology of term rate when a pre-determined rate is needed  

     When I present my project to two interviewers, I get the suggestion from 

both teachers to improve myself to my next future project. I’m lagging in 

presentation and too nervous and loss of information sometimes. Moreover, I 

have to study more on this topic because it is a big issue. To study in Libor, it is 

not affected only large financial corporates but also in small to medium sized 

and retailed clients. It ‘s affect on the global borrowing which when Libor rises, 

the payment and loans also increase and they fall when Libor goes down. 
 
 
 


